Le Hydrogène!

A new project in France joins a number of others hoping to demonstrate the viability of hydrogen as a marine fuel.

Video: Meet the digital changemaker of the year 2017

The Smart Ship digital service of the year 2017

Creating a platform for the industry to move forward: Digital Enabler of the year 2017

Using digital to keep the crew in shape: Start-up of the year 2017

Efficient flow: The new STM project in the Baltic Sea

IMO brings technology cooperation centres together in network to promote decarbonisation and innovation

Industry announcements last week:

- Wärtsilä and Dalian in new shuttle tanker design partnership
- Lloyd’s Register gives design nod to ballast free vessel design
- Shell Marine signs huge lubricant oil contract with Cosco Shipping
- ABS says the future is in autonomy
- BMT awarded UK-funding for autonomous ship research
- Korean Register says it’s using drones for research work